This sample is based on a Google ad and landing page project I did for a client, Asheville
Pain & Performance. The ad copy is at the bottom of this page, with the landing page
following.

Beat Low Back Pain Naturally - Doctor Recommended
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http://landing-page-url-here.com
Stop living with nagging low back pain. Fast, safe, e ective at home relief.

What would you do for fun
if you woke up tomorrow
without back pain?
Our 7 video series walks you step by step
through eliminating the back pain that’s
slowing you down–
And keeping it gone.
Instant access, right in your inbox. 100%
free.
First Name
Email

Get FREE access to your
pain relief plan.

“I sustained a painful back injury and limped for six
months. I went to several doctors who couldn’t help
me. Then one of them referred me to Stephen. After
the rst session, I was no longer limping! It blew me
away.”
Jarret “Redfoot” Kaufman
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If you’re frustrated with recurring low
back pain, it’s time to stop masking
symptoms and treat the source.
Most natural back pain treatments focus too much on stretching. But just
like mainstream drugs, stretching is only a temporary x.
What’s worse? Many times stretching only increases your pain.
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Sign up for our 7 video series and discover the 3 key steps to lasting
relief– keys most pain relief specialists never bother to tell you.

Is your pain due to a disc compression? Scarred nerve pathway?
In amed muscle? Something else entirely?
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How do you even know?
Find out how to assess the cause of your pain. Don’t waste time
treating something that isn’t the problem to begin with.

Stretching isn’t completely useless. But stretching the wrong way, or
doing the wrong stretch, could make your pain worse.
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In this video program, we’ll walk you through the proper performance of
each stretch. Each video demonstration provides a verbal check-list,
ensuring you maximize the effectiveness of each stretch.
Plus, we’ll cue you in on which stretches you must absolutely avoid based
on your discovery during step 1.

If you only want to cover up the symptoms, skip this step. But if you’re
determined to bury your back pain once and for all, step 3 is your secret
weapon.
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In step 3, you’ll discover the important “fountain of youth” for maintaining a
life free from low back pain. In this critical phase, you’ll nd out how to:
• Strengthen and stabilize the problem area, and
• Repattern the mind-muscle connection to keep the source of your pain at
bay.

“I sustained an injury that got progressively worse for years.
After the rst treatment, I was able to use my leg in activities
couldn’t just days before.
I see that I may have suffered needlessly for
Headshot
far too long!”
here

~ J. Gordon Parsons
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Say good riddance to your low back pain.

